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Basic Specifications
 Item code: #XYHW16
 Material: LDPE, smooth surface, thickness 0.018mm, other thickness available
 Colors available: clear, white, blue, red, pink, yellow etc
 Size available: size 18”, 19”, 21”, 24” etc
 Style and design: with sewn elastic band
 Regular Pack: 100pcs/bag, 1000pcs/ctn
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Description of Product
LDPE shower cap are made from waterproof and soft polyethylene material which is commonly used in clean&
hygiene rules, hotel, beauty salon, household, etc. It’s ideally for economical way to protect against water, dust
particles and dirt.

Features
 Economical waterproof cover
 Made of soft, smooth surface and comfortable material
 Resistance to light acid and alkali, dust particles, dirt and water
 Many colors available
 Wide range of application
 We can supply individual pack and printed logo on the shower cap

Quality Standard
 Production under ISO:9001:2008
 CE category I
 PPE Directive 89/686/EEC
 REACH Regulation

Suggested Application
 General hygiene and cleaning rules
 Beauty salon
 Hotel
 Spa
 Household, etc

Storage
Please  stock  the  goods  in  dry  environment  and  avoid  direct  sunlight.  Please  don’t  stock  the  goods  in  hot 
environment to temperature above 50℃  and humid above 80%. To keep away from high frequency equipment. 
Generally the shelf life is 3 years. We suggest you use products within 2 years.
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